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Abstract— Automatic recognition facial expressions and analysis
of it has been an active topic for over decades. Different features
extraction from salient features patches play a vital role in
recognition of facial expression effectively. The critical step for
recognition of facial expression recognition is to extract emotions
features accurately. Facial expression recognition approaches
consist of two main categories which are based on the type of
features used in geometry-based features and appearance-based
features. This paper shows the comparison in the performance of
FER by automatically capturing facial movement features in
static images based on distance features and expression
recognition by using appearance features of selected facial
patches.

(AUs) and associates them with the facial expressions.
According to Whitehill et al. [4], the detection of all facial
fiducial points are even more challenging than expression
recognition itself Mostly existing algorithms are based on
appearance based features and geometric based features.
Geometric based algorithms tracing the shape and the size of
the face and facial components such as lip corner, eyebrows,
eyes etc. Some researchers in [5][6][7][8] use shape model
algorithms on the set of characteristics point for classifying
the expressions. But all these algorithms require accurate and
reliable detection of the facial landmarks which is actually
quite very difficult to achieve. There is variable distance
between landmarks from person to person. In appearance
Index Terms— salient facial patches, Adaboost, face recognition,
based method [9], number of filters such as Gabor wavelets,
facial landmark detection, feature selection,
local binary patterns etc are applied on specific face region or
I. INTRODUCTION
on the whole face for encoding the texture. In [4] reported that
Facial expression recognition (FER) has been remarkably the appearance based methods shows superior performance
developing in recent years. It is a mode of communication of from the method based on geometric based features. But the
human emotion and having its applications in human and space cost and time are higher in appearance based methods.
computer interaction, surveillance, robots control, deceit By dividing the face region into number of block for
detection etc .Many technology has been accepted in this area extracting the facial features, the researchers has achieved the
for accurate extractions of features. Recognition of face is still better accuracy in [9][10][11][12][13][14][15] but these
challenging task if pose and illumination changes. Numerous approaches get failed for the improper face alignment. Earlier
methods have been proposed for solving such problem. This works [16][2] on features extraction from specify face region
paper is about the discussion of various techniques used for mainly determines the facial regions which help in
recognition of face. Facial expressions are robust. However, to discrimination of expression that is based on training data.
date, robust recognition of facial expressions from images and The size and positions of patches of face vary according the
videos is still a challenging task due to the difficulty in training data. For classifying the 6 basic emotions, the
appearance features are fed to multi-class classifiers. With the
accurately extracting the useful emotional features [2].
Facial features movements consist of position of features and lower number of histogram bins the appearance features are
shape changes are mostly caused by the movement of facial used for reducing the computation. The vast majority of the past
elements and muscles during the flow of emotional expression. work on FER does not take the dynamics facial movement
As expressing emotions are changes then facial element will features into account [17]. Identifications of salient patches is a
constantly change their positions. Large success has been significant task towards the classification of expression. Once
achieved in the fields of face detection and recognition. Anger, the salient patches are selected, then the expression
happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, disgust are the basic recognition becomes easier and irrespective of the data.
emotions and are used for analyzing the facial expression.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW OF FACE RECOGNITION
Effective expression analysis hugely depends upon the
TECHNIQUES
accurate representation of facial features. Facial Action
In[2] the proposed framework in the performance of FER by
Coding System (FACS) [3] represents face by measuring all
automatically capturing facial movement features in static
visually observable facial movements in terms of Action Units
images based on distance features, which is composed of pre-
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processing, training, and test stages. In pre-processing stage,
taking the centre on nose and other facial components are also
included, facial regions are manually cropped from database
images and scaled to a resolution of 48 *48 pixels. Then,
multi resolution Gabor images are attain by convolving eight
scales, four-orientation Gabor filters with the scaled facial
regions. In training stage, the extractions of set of patches are
perform by circulating the number of patches across the train
Gabor image that have different sizes. Then, operations of
patches matching perform for converting the extracted patches
to distance features. The minimum rule applied for finding the
best match feature in the space. Adaboost, that is adaptive
boosting used for selecting the “salient” patches. During test
stage, new image taken randomly, and the same operation of
patches matching was perform using the “salient” patches. For
the recognition of six basic emotions that include anger,
disgust, happiness, fear, sadness, surprise, the resulting
distance features fed into multiclass support vector machine
(SVM).
The 2d Gabor filter apply and it is mathematically expressed
as:

Where θ represents the orientation, σ represents the effective
width, λ represents the wavelength, and γ =¼ 0:3 the aspect
ratio. SVM [32] is machine learning algorithms used most
widely for the classification of problems.
The two main processes for building the distance features are
feature extraction and patch matching operation. In feature
extraction process of collecting the different 3D patches for all
emotions, but in patch matching operation converts 3D
patches to distance features that is used for capturing facial
movement features. Four steps are involves in feature
extraction algorithm. First, all training images are classified
into 10 sets. For each emotion, there is Gabor scale for each,
and each patch size. In [1] a Gabor image selected from all the
emotions images. Then secondly, one patch moves across the
column and row pixels of this Gabor image. Third, the
matching area and matching scale was recorded. Finally, a set
of patches is constituted by combining the extracted patches
of all emotions, all scales, and all patch sizes. Another
operation is patch matching operation, which is also,
comprises of four steps. First, define the matching area and
matching scale that are providing a bigger matching space.
Second, the distances are obtained by matching these patches
with all the other patches that are available in matching space
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in training images. Taken two patches as inputs and yields one
distance value based on a distance metric. Third, the distance
feature chosen minimum distance of the patch in the training
image. Finally, all the distance features are combined into a
final set. In [1] author proposed that for facial expression
recognition the facial landmark detection is un-deniable. The
essential step is face alignment and it mostly done by
detecting the position of eyes. Facial landmark detection
followed by features extraction. Accuracy is depending on the
type of features extraction.
In [18], for accurate tracking facial components an active
Infrared illumination along with Kalman filter is used. By
using both geometric and appearance features performance
can be improved. Initially, facial landmark positions are
detected by using face geometry. Tian et al. [19], the relative
distance (lip-corner, eye, brow etc) and transient features
(wrinkles, furrows etc) used for recognizing AUs present in
lower face. Uddin et al. [20] used image difference method for
detecting the changes in expression. The landmarks selection
are major issues that is carried out by matching the eye and
mouth regions. In [21] relative geometrical distance based
technique was proposed by the author which using the Gabor
filters for detecting the landmark. SUM and HMM models
was used as classifiers. Performance model is a popular model
used for detecting of facial landmark to fit into new data
instances. Active shape model used for determining the shape,
scale and by fitting an appropriate point distribution model to
the object of interest. In Active Appearances Models (AAM)
[22], both shape and texture models are combine for
representing the object. Hence, it providing the superior result
to the Active Shape Models (ASM). AAM is widely used [23]
[24] [25] [26] 27] for detection and tracking of non-rigid
facial landmarks. However, it having a poor performance in a
person independent scenario. It is tedious and time-consuming
task for manually placing the landmark point in training the
data for construction of the model. Cristinace et al. [28]
propose the Constrained Local Model (CLM) framework for
proving the better tools for the person independent of facial
landmark detection. Saragih et al. [29] modified the CLM
algorithm and proposed the Regularized Landmark Mean
Shift (RLMS) algorithm. Asthana et al. [30] proposed the
Discriminative Response Map Fitting (DRMF) method for
CLM framework. Satisfactory result has been obtained by
using these deformable models. Chew et al. [31] proposed the
fact that, even with small alignment error, the appearance
based models work robustly as it works for perfect alignment.
Therefore if slightly errors occur, it will not hamper the
purpose for detecting the landmarks. For the superior
performance [32, 33], Gabor wavelets representations are used
for face image analysis. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) has also
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show remarkably result in facial image analysis [10][34][35].
Jabid et al. [11] get the better performance LBP features by
using local facial descriptor, which is based on local
description pattern code. Dhal et al. [36] also reported
remarkable performance by using local face quantization in
facial expression recognition. In [12], Local Directional
Pattern Variance (LDP) is proposed which encodes contrast
information using local variance of directional responses.
However, Shan et al. [37] found LBP features to be robust for
analysis of low-resolution images. Therefore, we used the
LBP histograms asappearance features PCA [38][39] and LDA
[40] [41][42] are used as tools for the reduction in dimension
and also for the classification in expression recognition. In [43]
PCA-LDA has shows the higher performance. In [44], for the
recognition of facial expression and every encrypted domain
based system to propose for achieving the higher accuracy as
in normal images, local fisher discriminant analysis are used.
In [45] author explains that there is subspace which is consist
of same expression and if new expression is generated from
one image by projecting it into different emotion subspace.
Full-face image is mostly used in proposed method while very
few use extraction of features from spatial facial patches.
In[13] face image division is perform into several sub regions
(7×6) and local features[7×6×59] dimension features are
extracted. For the extraction of sub region (7×6×59
dimensional features) face images division is perform into
several sub regions. Adaboost technique use for removing the
outliers are also use for the selection of discriminative LBP
histogram bins. In [14] [15] and [46] similar approaches are
also used. In such cases if small misalignment occur, it
increase the error in classification, as it would causes the
displacement of the sub region locations. Moreover, there is a
different size and shape in found from person to person so it
cannot assume that one particular block always have the same
facial position. Hence in [1] author adopted the local patch
selection based approaches are used. In [47] authors divided
the face in 64 sub regions, finding the common facial patches
which are found to be active mostly for all expression and
spatial faces patches which are found to be active for rare
expression. In[2] features are extracted from image by using
Gabor filter then these features of different scales are trained
by using Adaboost for removing outliers and extracting the
salient patches. When extracting patches are trained with
different database then the size and position of the salient
patches are different. Therefore, for the recognition of
expressions in unknown images, unique criteria cannot be
established. In most of the literatures, the size and the position
of facial patches are found to be different for different data
base. In [1] author attempts experiment for identifying the
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salient facial areas which are having generalize discriminative
features for expression classification.
III. LATEST WORK
When the facial expressions change the expansion and
contradiction occur in the muscles of face, which lead to the
change in position of facial landmarks. If facial muscles
change then the textures of the area also are changed. In [1]
author shows that the different facial area having large
contributions in order to recognize the expressions
automatically. In other words, we can say that, in [1] author
explore the facial patches that lead to the generation of
different features for effective separations of two expressions.
In [16][2] author suggested that appearance features extraction
and accurate detection of facial landmark from active regions
improve the quality of facial expressions recognitions.
Therefore the first step is to localize the face that performed
by the detection of the landmarks. The eyes and the nose in
the face area detected by learning free approach and coarse
region of interest [ROI] around nose and eye would be marked.
From the region of interest, lip and eyebrow corner are
detected. With respect to the landmarks locations, active
patches locations are defined. Evaluations of active facial
patches are performed in training stage and the expression
having maximum variation in features are elected.
DETECTION OF FACIAL LAND MARK
Different expressions of face, which make different facial
patches active, these facial patches study, proposed in [47].
During selection of all basic expressions, it is reported that the
some facial patches are found to be common and some are
confined to a single expression. The active patches area found
to be active below the eyes, the area around the eyebrows,
around the nose and corner of mouth.
EXTRACTION OF PATCHES FROM FACE IMAGE
It is necessary to locate the facial components first and
performed patches around these organs. Unzueta et al. [48]
author proposed the method for facial organs localization and
the method was robust, light weight generic face model fitting
and learning free. Local gradients analysis method used for
finding the facial patches and for the adjustment of deformable
face model then project an image will lead to the matching of
features points of face. In [1] learning free approaches has
been adopt for the localization of facial landmark. With
respect to the lip corner nose, eyes, eyebrows the process of
extraction of active facial patches is perform and the
geometrical statistics of the face are used.
PREPOCESSING
For removing the noise from facial images, low pass filtering
is applied by using 3×3 gaussions mask. In [1], Viola-Jones
technique [49] of Haar like features with Adaboost learning
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for face detection. It having the low computational complexity
and this technique is sufficient for accurate detection of near
upright and near frontal face images. Integral image
calculation used for detection of face, independent of scale
and location in real time. The extraction is apply for
localization of face and scaling for bringing it to the common
resolutions. Further, the features selected are projected into
the lower dimensional sub-space. The projection of selected
features into the lower of these selected features into different
expressions. The training phases include the extraction of
appearance of features , pre-processing, selection of facial
patches and learning about the multi class classifiers in an
unseen images dimensional subspace are perform and by
using multiclass classifier, the classification. The first process
is the detection of landmarks, then extraction of features from
the selected salient patches and finally classification of
expressions. Algorithm becomes insensitive for the location of
the image. For light corrections, histogram equalisation
carried out.
LOCALISATIONS OF NOSE AND EYE
For the selection of coarse of regions of interest (ROI) around
nose and eyes are perform by geometrical position of face. It

remains fix whether the expression will change or not. For
upright face alignment the position of eyes were detected.
DETECT OF LIP CORNER
ALOGORITH FOR DETECTION OF LIP CORNER
Given : Aligned the nose position.
Step 1 : Selected area of interest around lips by using width
of face and position of nose.
Step 2 : Gaussian are apply to area of interest near lips.
Step 3 : For edge detection, horizontal Sobel operator are
apply.
Step 4 : Otsu threshold is apply
Step 5 : morphological ...operation are apply
Step 6 : Then finding the components that are connected to
each other
Step 7 : Removing the unnecessary connected components
by using threshold technique.
Step 8 : Scan the image from the top and select the first
connected component as upper lip position
Step 9 : locate the left and right most positions of
connected components lip corners.

Fig 1 shows the overview of the proposed system in [1]
Reduces the computational complexity and false detections
rate. Haar classifiers are used for the detection of both eyes
this technique is trained for each eye. Mean of these vertices
decided the centre of eyes. Haar technique gives vertices of
the selected rectangular area around detected eyes. Mean of
these vertices decide the centre of eyes. Haar cascade use for
the detection of nose position. According to author in [1] the
experiment for detection of position of these parts is about
98% was correct. If Haar classifier are not use for detection of
eyes and nose then the co-ordinate of landmark is detected by
anthropometric statistics of face. Positions of eyes always
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Ngyun et.al [50] facial topographic are used for the detection
of eyebrow corner and lip. The extraction of region of interest
of mouth is performed by using the position of nose. The
distinct edge always produces by upper lip. The detection of
upper lips perform by using Horizontal edge detector. Then
Sobel edge detector [51] was used. Number of edges were
obtained with different expression. These edges further
threshold by using Otsu method [52]. In this technique many
connected region are found in binary image. The components
having an area less than threshold were removed by connected
components analysis. On resulting binary image,
morphological dilation operation was perform. Just below the
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nose, the connected components with larger area was selected
as upper lip region.
EYEBROW CORNER DETECTION
The same steps for upper lip detection are follow for the
eyebrow detection. The areas of interest near eyebrow are
selected. If we apply the adaptive threshold operation before
applying horizontal Sobel operation then it will increase the
accuracy. The horizontal edge detector help in reducing the
false detection of eye brow position due to partial occlusion
by hair. The inner eye brow corner can easily be detected
accurately.
ACTIVE FACIAL PATCHES EXTRACTION
When expressions changes, depending upon the position of
active facial muscles, local patches are extracted from image.
In [1] author consider that the facial regions exhibiting
considerable variations during one expression.

V. LEARNING SALIENT FACIAL PATCHES ACROSS
EXPRESSIONS
In most of the literatures, all the facial features are
concatenated to recognize the expression. However, this
generate feature vector of high dimension. In [1] author
proclaim that the features from a fewer facial patches can
replace the high dimensional features without significant
diminution of the recognition accuracy. From human
perception, not all facial patches are responsible for
recognition of one expression. The facial patches responsible
for recognition of each expression can be used separately to
recognize that particular expression. Based on this hypothesis,
in [1] author evaluated the performance of each facial patch
for recognition of different expressions. Facial muscles
features of such patches are redundant while classifying the
expressions. Therefore, after extracting the active facial
patches, we selected the salient facial patches responsible for
discrimination between each pair of basic expressions.

IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFICATIO
LBP was widely used as a robust illumination invariants
feature descriptor comparison between neighbour and central
pixel value [53] is perform then binary number generation
occur. The pattern created by using eight neighbour hoods
pixel is given by:
LBP( x , y ) = n
Where ic is the central pixel value at (x, y) in pixel value of
neighbourhood of central value of (x , y) and the function
range and domain is defined by:
S(x) =
1 ,x≥0
0 , x<0

we can use histogram of LBP image as a features descriptor
and it is stated as:
Hi

=

I

LBP (x , y) = i

Where n is the number of labels produced by LBP operator.
Using different bin widths, the histograms can be grouped
to discover different features. For instance, LBP with eight
neighbouring points produces 256 labels. If we collect its
histograms in 32 bins, then we are basically grouping the
patterns [0, 7], [8, 15], [16, 23]; . . . ; and [248, 255] together.
This is same as ignoring the least significant bits of the
unsigned integer, i.e., using patterns of one side of local
neighbourhood.
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MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION
For classification of extracted features into different
expression categories SVM was used. SVM [54] is machinelearning algorithm used for mapping the features vector to a
different plane. SVM is binary classifier. In [1] author
implemented the one against one technology for multiclass
classification [55].
VI. EXPERIMENTS & DISCUSSION
In [1] author proposed two mostly used facial expression
database that is JAFEE (Japanese female facial expression)
[56] and Cohn-Kanade (CK+). During training stage, a SVM
classifier was trained between each point of expression.
EXPERIMENTS ON THE COHN-KANADE DATABASE
Cohn-Kanade having, 6 basic emotions of facial experiments
of both female & male. In [1] author in his experiment from
sequence, the last image were selected where peak intensity of
expression were found .Author uses the 329 images in total:
happiness (69), sadness (56), anger (41), disgust (45), surprise
(65), Fear (53).
EXPERIMENTS ON THE JAFEE DATABASE
The same testing parameter that are apply on Cohn and
JAFEE database. In our experiments on JAFFE database, we
used 183 images in total: anger (30), disgust (32), fear (29),
happiness (31), sadness (31), and surprise (30). Over all
accuracy of 91.8 percent was obtained. From the experiments
on JAFFE database, it was observed that the proposed system
recognises all expressions with 91.8 percent recall and92.63
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percent precision achieving an average F-score of92.22
percent. The system performed worst for sadness expression
as it misclassified sadness as anger.
VII.

CONCLUSION

In [2] author proves that the patch based Gabor features show
the better result than the point based Gabor features. Different
emotions have different salient areas. Majority of these areas
are found around the mouth and eyes. JAFFE and CK
database, show best performs among four distances. Among
six basic emotions anger creates most misrecognitions factor.
Largest size of patches are requires by the JAFFE database as
compare to CK data base to retrieve useful information. In [1]
All major active regions on face are extracted which are
responsible for the face deformation during an expression.
These active regions have their predefine positions and size.
Active patches are analysed by the system and salient areas on
face are determines where are discriminative features for
different expressions. By using the appearance features from
the salient patches, one against one classification task are
performs by the system and based on majority vote
expressions are determine. By using the proposed landmark
detection method and also by using recently proposed CLM
model based on DRME method expression recognition is
carried out recognition accuracy are similar in both cases.
But by using block based LBP histogram features processing
results has been obtained. In [1] the local features at the
salient patches provide consistent performance at different
resolutions. By assessing the few patches, the proposed
method in [1] can easily classifies the emotions instead of
assessing the whole face. By using different appearance
features, there is a possibility for improvement. Recognition
via dynamics expression is still a challenging task.
There is a need of further analysis and efforts so that better
improvement can be achieve.
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